
In this cooperative game the laughs get louder and the challenges get trickier as the 
rounds progress.  Recalling previous revealed answers with be your strategic loophole
as you rally to overcome the opposition!

Chunky Monkey Business™ is the fast-paced, fill-in-the-blank party game where 
players match wits to figure out the Monkey in the Middle riddle. Think you know it?
Grab the Chunky Monkey and shout out your guess! 

There’s only one right answer...but many hilarious wrong ones! 

So get ready to go wild and get funky with the Chunky Monkey at your next game night!
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3+

item # 3009

FUZZY LOGIC  is the game where the best clues are the ones that aren’t too good! 
Played in 2 teams, the challenge is to strategically give and receive clues to sets of 
target words.  The best strategy to only offer up clues that will only help your teammates...
but not help your opponents; this my be easier said than done because each target 
word has a familiar connection to the other.
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how do  doodad?you

Can you spot a card that does not match any of the symbols revealed on the 3 dice? 
When the dice tumble through the Cryptid Dice Tower every player makes a fast and frenzied attempt 
to find a card from their hand to slam onto the table while shouting “NOT IT!”  
If you are last you must keep your card ... If you play a wrong card and get caught, you must take a 
penalty.  The first player to score the most points by getting rid of their cards and catching opponents 
playing wrong cards, is the Cryptid Hunters Champion!

item # 3008

$7.50 / MSRP $14.99 ea.

$7.50 / MSRP $14.99 ea.
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item # 3011 

$7.50 / MSRP $14.99 ea.

Same great fun as Not It!  original with a CRAZY CHRISTMAS theme.  Drop the dice down the 
chimney and watch them tumble out the fireplace.  A holly jolly good time with Santa, 
Mrs. Clause, Rudolf, Snowman, Elf and Gingerbread boy! 
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